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Abstract— Authentication based on passwords is used largely in applications for computer security and privacy. However, 

human actions such as choosing bad passwords and inputting passwords in an insecure way are regarded as ”the weakest link” 

in the authentication chain. Rather than arbitrary alphanumeric strings, users tend to choose passwords either short or 

meaningful for easy memorization. With web applications and mobile apps piling up, people can access these applications 

anytime and anywhere with various devices. This evolution brings great convenience but also increases the probability of 

exposing passwords to shoulder surfingattacks. Attackers can observe directly or use external recording devices to collect users’ 

credentials. To overcome this problem, we proposed a novel authentication system PassMatrix, based on graphical passwords to 

resist shoulder surfing attacks. With a one-time valid login indicator and circulative horizontal and vertical bars covering the 

entire scope of pass-images, PassMatrix offers no hint for attackers to figure out or narrow down the password even they 

conduct multiple camera-based attacks. We also implemented a PassMatrix prototype on Android and carried out real user 

experiments to evaluate its memorability and usability. From the experimental result, the proposed system achieves better 

resistance to shoulder surfing attacks while maintaining usability. 

 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

II.  

Textual passwords have been the most widely used 

authentication method for decades. Comprised of 

numbers and upper- and lower-case letters, textual 

passwords are considered strong enough to resist against 

brute force attacks. However, a strong textual password is 

hard to memorize and recollect [1]. Therefore, users tend 

to choose passwords that are either short or from the 

dictionary, rather than random alphanumeric strings. Even 

worse, it is not a rare case that users may use only one 

username and password for multiple accounts [2]. 

According to an article in Computer world, a security 

team at a large company ran a network password cracker 

and surprisingly cracked approximately 80% of the 

employees’ passwords within 30 seconds [3]. Textual 

passwords are often insecure due to the difficulty of 

maintaining strong ones.Various graphical password 

authentication schemes [4], [5], [6], [7] were developed to 

address the problems and weaknesses associated with 

textual passwords. Based on some studies such as those in 

[8], [9], humans have a better ability to memorize images 

with long-term memory (LTM) than verbal 

representations. Image-based passwords were proved to 

be easier to recollect in several user studies [10], [11], 

[12]. As a result, users can set up a complex 

authentication password and are capable of recollecting it 

after a long time even if the memory is not activated 

periodically.However, most of these image-based 

passwords are vulnerable to shoulder surfing attacks 

(SSAs). This type of attack either uses direct observation, 

such as watching over someone’s shoulder or applies 

video capturing techniques to get passwords, PINs, or 

other sensitive personal information [13], [14], [15].The 

human actions such as choosing bad passwords for new 

accounts and inputting passwords in an insecure way for 

later logins are regarded as the weakest link in the 

authentication chain [16]. Therefore, an authentication 

scheme should be designed to overcome these 

vulnerabilities. In this paper, we present a secure 

graphical authentication system named PassMatrix that 

protects users from becoming victims of shoulder surfing 

attacks when inputting passwords in public through the 

usage of one-time login indicators. A login indicator is 

randomly generated for each pass-image and will be 

useless after the session terminates. The login indicator 

provides better security against shoulder surfing attacks, 

since users use a dynamic pointer to point out the position 

of their passwords rather than clicking on the password 

object directly. 

 

1.1Motivation 

As the mobile marketing statistics compilation by 

Danyl, the mobile shipments had overtaken PC shipments 

in 2011, and the number of mobile users also overtaken 

desktop users at 2014, which closed to 2 billion [17]. 

However, shoulder surfing attacks have posed a great 

threat to users’ privacy 
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and confidentiality as mobile devices are becoming 

indispensable 

in modern life. People may log into web services and apps 

in public to access their personal accounts with their 

smart phones, tablets or public devices, like bank ATM. 

Shoulder-surfing attackers can observe how the 

passwords were entered with the help of reflecting glass 

windows, or let alone monitors hanging everywhere in 

public places. Passwords are exposed to risky 

environments, even if the passwords themselves are 

complex and secure. A secure authentication system 

should be able to defend against shoulder surfing attacks 

and should be applicable to all kinds of devices. 

Authentication schemes in the literature such as those in 

[6], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24],[25] are resistant 

to shoulder-surfing, but they have either usability 

limitations or small password space. Some of them are not 

suitable to be applied in mobile devices and most of them 

can be easily compromised to shoulder surfing attacks if 

attackers use video capturing techniques like Google 

Glass [15], [26]. The limitations of usability include 

issues such as taking more time to log in, passwords being 

too difficult to recall after a period of time, and the 

authentication method being too complicated for users 

without proper education 

and practice.In 2006, Wiedenbeck et al. proposed 

PassPoints [7] in which the user picks up several points (3 

to 5) in an image during the password creation phase and 

re-enters each of these pre-selected click-points in a 

correct order within its tolerant square during the login 

phase. Comparing to traditional PIN and textual 

passwords, the Pass-Points scheme substantially increases 

the password space and enhances password memorability. 

Unfortunately, this graphical authentication scheme is 

vulnerable to shoulder surfing attacks. Hence, based on 

the PassPoints, we add the idea of using one-time session 

passwords and distracters to develop our PassMatrix 

authentication system that is resistant to shoulder surfing 

attacks. 

 

1.2 Organization 

 This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

provides the backgrounds of related techniques about 

graphical authentication schemes and Section 3 describes 

attack models. The proposed PassMatrix is presented in 

Section 4. The user study and its results are available in 

Section 5 and Section 6 respectively. A security analysis 

is discussed in Section 7. And we conclude the paper. 

 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

 

2.1 Problem Statement 

With the increasing amount of mobile devices and web 

services, users can access their personal accounts to send 

confidential business emails, upload photos to albums in 

the cloud or remit money from their e-bank account 

anytime and anywhere. While logging into these services 

in public, they may expose their passwords to unknown 

parties unconsciously. People with malicious intent could 

watch the whole authentication procedure through 

omnipresent video cameras and surveillance equipment, 

or even a reflected image on a window [37]. Once the 

attacker obtains the password, they could access personal 

accounts and that would definitely pose a great threat to 

one’s assets. Shoulder surfing attacks have gained more 

and more attention in the past decade. The following lists 

the research problems we would like to address in this 

study: 

 

1) The problem of how to perform authentication 

in public so that shoulder surfing attacks can be 

alleviated. 

2) The problem of how to increase password 

space than that of the traditional PIN. 

3) The problem of how to efficiently search 

exact password objects during the authentication 

phase. 

4) The problem of requiring users to memorize 

extra information or to perform extra 

computation during authentication. 

5) The problem of limited usability of 

authentication schemes that can be applied to 

some devices only. 

 

2.2 Attack Model 

2.2.1 Shoulder Surfing Attacks 

Based on previous research [20], [21], [25], [34], [35], 

users’ actions such as typing from their keyboard, or 

clicking on the pass-images or pass-points in public may 

reveal their passwords to people with bad intention. In 

this paper, based on the means the attackers use, we 
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categorize shouldersurfing attacks into three types as 

below: 

 

1) Type-I: Naked eyes. 

 

 2) Type-II: Video captures the entire authentication 

 process  only once 

 

 3) Type-III:Video captures the entire authentication 

 process more than once.  

 

The latter types of attacks require more effort and 

techniques from attackers. Thus, if an authentication 

scheme is able to resist against these attacks, it is also 

secure against previous types of attacks. Some of the 

proposed authentication schemes [4], [5], [6], [7], [25], 

[38], including traditional text-password and PIN, are 

vulnerable to shoulder surfing Type-I attacks and thus are 

also subject to Type-II and Type- III attacks. These 

schemes reveal passwords to attackers as soon as users 

enter their passwords by directly pressing or clicking on 

specific items on the screen. Other schemes such as those 

in [19], [34] can resist against Type-I but are vulnerable 

to Type-II and Type-III attacks since the attackers can 

crack passwords by intersecting their video captures from 

multiple steps of the entire authentication process. 

 

IV. PASSMATRIX 

 

To overcome (1) the security weakness of the 

traditional PIN method, (2) the easiness of obtaining 

passwords by observers in public, and (3) the 

compatibility issues to devices, we introduced a graphical 

authentication system called PassMatrix. In PassMatrix, a 

password consists of only one pass-square per pass-image 

for a sequence of n images. The number of images (i.e., n) 

is user-defined.Figure 5 demonstrates the proposed 

scheme, in which the first pass-square is located at (4, 8) 

in the first image, the second pass-square is on the top of 

the smoke in the second image at (7, 2), and the last pass-

square is at (7, 10) in the third image.In PassMatrix, users 

choose one square per image for a sequence of n images 

rather than n squares in one image as that in the 

PassPoints [7] scheme. Based on the user study of Cued 

Click Points (CCP) [40] proposed by Chiasson et al., 

Fig. 5. A password contains three images (n=3) with a 

pass square in 

each. The pass squares are shown as the orange-filled area 

in each image.the CCP method does a good job in helping 

users recollect and remember their passwords. If the user 

clicks on an incorrect region within the image, a different 

image will be shown to give the user a warning feedback. 

However, aiming at alleviating shoulder surfing attacks, 

we do not recommend this approach since the feedback 

that is given to users might also be obtained by 

attackers.Due to the fact that people do not register a new 

account or set up a new screen lock frequently, we 

assume that these setup events can be done in a safe 

environment rather than in public places. Thus, users can 

pick up pass-squares by simply touching at or clicking on 

them during the registration phase. 

 

3.1 Overview 

PassMatrix is composed of the following components (see 

Fig6): 

_ Image Discretization Module 

_ Horizontal and Vertical Axis Control Module 

_ Login Indicator generator Module 

_ Communication Module 

_ Password Verification Module 

_ Database 

 

 
 

Fig. 6. Overview of the PassMatrix system. 

 

a) Image Discretization Module.  This module divides 

each image into squares, from which users would 

choose one as the pass-square. As shown in Figure 5, 

an image is divided into a 7 _ 11 grid. The smaller 

the image is discretized, the larger the password 

space is. However, the overly concentrated division 

may result in recognition problem of specific objects 

and increase the difficulty of user interface operations 

on palm-sized mobile devices. Hence, in our 
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implementation, a division was set at 60-pixel 

intervals in both horizontal and vertical directions, 

since 60 pixels2 is the best size to accurately select 

specific objects on touch screens. 

 

b) Login Indicator Generator Module.  This module 

generates a login indicator consisting of several 

distinguishable characters (such as alphabets and 

numbers) or visual materials (such as colors and 

icons) for users during the authentication phase. In 

our implementation, we used characters A to G and 1 

to 11 for a 7 _ 11 grid. Both letters and numbers are 

generated randomly and therefore a different login 

indicator will be provided each time the module is 

called. The generated login indicator can be given to 

users visually or acoustically. For the former case, 

the indicator could be shown on the display (see 

Figure 7(a)) directly or through another predefined 

image. If using a predefined image, for instance, if 

the user chooses the square (5, 9) in the image as in 

Figure 7(b), then the login indicator will be (E, 11). 

For the acoustical delivery, the indicator can be 

received by an audio signal through the ear buds or 

Bluetooth. One principle is to keep the indicators 

secret from people other than the user, since the 

password (the sequence of passsquares) can be 

reconstructed easily if the indicators are known. 

  

 

Fig. 7. (a) Obtain the login indicator (E,11) directly. (b) 

Obtain the login indicator through a predefined image. 

 

c) Horizontal and Vertical Axis Control Module.  

There are two scroll bars: a horizontal bar with a 

sequence of letters and a vertical bar with a sequence 

of numbers. This control module provides drag and 

fling functions for users to control both bars. Users 

can fling either bar using their finger to shift one 

alphanumeric at a time. They can also shift several 

checks at a time by dragging the bar for a distance. 

Both bars are circulative, i.e., if the user shifts the 

horizontal bar in Figure 8(c) to left by three checks, it 

will become the bar shown in Figure 8(d). The bars 

are used to implicitly point out (or in other words, 

align the login indicator to) the location of the user’s 

pass-square.  

 

d) Communication Module.  This module is in charge 

of all the information transmitted between the client 

devices and the authentication server. Any 

communication is protected by SSL (Secure Socket 

Layer) protocol [41] and thus, is safe from being 

eavesdropped and intercepted. 

 

e) Password Verification Module.  This module verifies 

the user password during the authentication phase. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8. Horizontal scroll bar (on the right/blue) and 

vertical bar (on the left/green). A pass-square acts 

similar to a password digit in the text-based password 

system. The user is authenticated only if each pass-

square in each pass-image is correctly aligned with the 

login indicator. 
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The details of how to align a login indicator to a pass-

square will be described in the next section. 

 

Database.  The database server contains several tables 

that store user accounts, passwords (ID numbers of 

passimages and the positions of pass-squares), and the 

time duration each user spent on both registration phase 

and login phase. PassMatrix has all the required privileges 

to perform operations like insert, modify, delete and 

search 

 

3.2 PassMatrix 

PassMatrix’s authentication consists of a registration 

phase and an authentication phase as described below: 

 

3.2.1 Registration phase 

Figure 9 is the flowchart of the registration phase. At 

this stage, the user creates an account which contains a 

username and a password. The password consists of only 

one pass-square per image for a sequence of n images. 

The number of images (i.e., n) is decided by the user after 

considering the trade-off between security and usability of 

the system [42]. The only purpose of the username is to 

give the user an imagination of having a personal 

account.The username can be omitted if PassMatrix is 

applied to authentication systems like screen lock. The 

user can either choose images from a provided list or 

upload images from their device as pass-images. Then the 

user will pick a passsquare for each selected pass-image 

from the grid, which was divided by the image 

discretization module. The user repeats this step until the 

password is set. 

 

3.2.2 Authentication phase 

 

Figure 10 is the flowchart of the authentication 

phase. At this stage, the user uses his/her username, 

password and login indicators to log into PassMatrix. The 

following describes all the steps in detail: 

 

1) The user inputs his/her username which was 

created in the registration phase. 

2) A new indicator comprised of a letter and a 

number is created by the login indicator 

generator module. 

 

 
Fig. 9. The flowchart of registration phase in 

PassMatrix. 

 

 
 

Fig. 10. The flowchart of authentication phase in 

PassMatrix. 

 

The indicator will be shown when the user uses his/her 

hand to form a circle and then touch the screen. In this 

case, the indicator is conveyed to the user by visual 

feedback. The indicator can also be delivered through a 
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predefined image or by audio feedback that we have 

mentioned in the previous section. 

3) Next, the first pass-image will be shown on the display, 

with a horizontal bar and a vertical bar on its top and left 

respectively. To respond to the challenge, the user flings 

or drags the bars to align the pre-selected pass-square of 

the image with the login indicator. For example, if the 

indicator is (E,11) and the pass-square is at (5, 7) in the 

grid of the image, the user shifts the character ”E” to the 

5
th

 column on the horizontal bar and ”11” to the 7
th

 row 

on the vertical bar.(see fig.12) 

4)  Repeat step 2 and step 3 for each pre-selected 

passimage. 

5) The communication module gets user account 

information from the server through HttpRequest POST 

method. 

6) Finally, for each image, the password verification 

module verifies the alignment between the passsquare and 

the login indicator. Only if all the alignments are correct 

in all images, the user is allowedto log into PassMatrix. 

 

IV IMPLEMENTATION AND USER STUDY 

 

Although the PassMatrix prototype was 

implemented on an Android system which has a small 

screen, it is not limited to the applications on small screen 

devices, for example screen locking. In fact, it could be 

applied to a wide range of authentication scenarios. For 

instance, user account login in Windows 8, email account 

login on web browser, and Fig. 10. The flowchart of 

authentication phase in PassMatrix. application 

login/unlock on Android OS. It can also be applied to any 

client device such as personal computers,laptops, tablets, 

mobile phones, or bank ATM due to the fact that the 

method of authentication is simple and the entire 

authentication process can be completed by only touching 

or clicking on the screen. In our implementation, we 

assumed that users download an application from Google 

Play [43] and register an account for later login to use the 

service. Since Android [44] is an open source operating 

system based on Linux kernel and is widely used in 

mobile devices such as tablet PCs and smart phones, we 

implemented a PassMatrix prototype on Android and 

carried out user experiments to evaluate its memorability 

and usability. In this section we will describe our 

PassMatrix implementation and the user study 

experimental design, environment, participants and 

procedures.The result of the user study will be shown in 

Section 6. 

 

4.1 Implementation 

 

The PassMatrix prototype was built with Android 

SDK 2.3.3 since it was the mainstream version of the 

distribution in 2012 [45]. After connecting to the Internet, 

users can register an account, log in a few times in 

practice mode, and then log in for the experiment with a 

client’s device (see Figure 11(a)). In the client side of our 

prototype, we used XML to build the user interface and 

used JAVA and Android API to implement functions, 

including username checking, passimages listing, image 

discretization, pass-squares selection, login indicator 

delivery, and the horizontal and vertical bars circulation. 

In the server side of our implementation, we used PHP 

and MySQL to store and fetch registered accounts to/from 

the database to handle the password verification.Although 

in our proposed system we mentioned that users can 

import their own images, we used a list of 24 fixed test 

images in our experiment (see Figure 11(b)). Each image 

 

 
Fig. 11. (a) The Main page of PassMatrix, users can 

register an account,practice or start to log in for 

experiment. (b) Users can choose from a list of 24 

images as their pass-images. (c) There are 7 X 11 

squares in each image, from which users choose one as 

the pass-square. 

is displayed in a size of 420 X 660 pixels and is 

discretized into 60 X 60 pixel squares. Thus, users have 7 

X 11 squares to select in each image (see Figure 11(c)). 

After a user selects three to five images with one pass-

square per image, the password will be stored as a list of 
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coordinates in a database table (i.e., the locations of those 

selected pass-squares in the 7X11 grid). The password 

space depends on the number of images set by users. For 

instance, if a user creates an account with four images, the 

password space is (7 X 11)
4 

 

 
 

Fig. 12. (a) A visual way for users to obtain a one-time 

valid login indicator. 

(b) The permutations of alphanumerics in horizontal and 

vertical bars are randomly generated for each image. (c) 

Users can shift the 

bars to the correct position so that the login indicator 

aligns with the pass-square. 

The first step in the login phase is getting the onetime 

valid login indicator from the system. There are many 

ways to obtain the indicator and we’ve illustrated several 

examples in Section 4.1. In our implementation, we 

adopted the simplest way: grasping the hand with a little 

space left in the center and then touching the screen of 

smart phones (see Figure 12(a)). To protect against 

shoulder surfing, the indicator is not shown until the hand 

touches the screen and will vanish immediately when the 

hand leaves the screen.The number of elements on both 

the horizontal and vertical bars depends on the 

discretization degree of the images. In our 

implementation, there are 7 letters (from A to G) and 11 

numbers (from 1 to 11) on the horizontal bar and on the 

vertical bar, respectively. They are used to align the one-

time indicator with the pass-square in each pass-image 

during the authentication phase. In order to obfuscate and 

thus hide the alignment patterns from observers, we 

randomly shuffled the elements on both bars in each pass-

image and let users shift them to the right position (see 

Figure 12(b) and (c)).We implemented two barshifting 

functions: dragging and flinging. Since the entire bar is 

shiftable and can be circulated on either side (i.e., 

bidirectional and circulative), users do not need to place 

their finger on a specific element in order to move it. 

 

V. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 

 In the past several decades, a lot of research on 

password authentication has been done in the literature. 

Among all of these proposed schemes, this paper focuses 

mainly on the graphical-based authentication systems. To 

keep this paper concise, we will give a brief review of the 

most related schemes that were mentioned in the previous 

section. Many other schemes such as those in [27], [28], 

[29], [30], [31] may have good usability, they are not 

graphical-based and need additional support from extra 

hardware such as audio, multi-touch monitor, vibration 

sensor, or gyroscope, etc. In the early days, the graphical 

capability of handheld devices was weak; the color and 

pixel it could show was limited. Under this limitation, the 

Draw-a-Secret (DAS) [6] technique was proposed by 

Jermyn et al. in 1999, where the user is required to re-

draw a pre-defined picture on a 2D grid. We directly 

extract the figure from [6] and show it in Figure 1(b). If 

the drawing touches the same grids in the same sequence, 

then the user is authenticated. Since then, the graphical 

capability of handheld devices has steadily and 

ceaselessly improved with the advances in science and 

technology. In 2005, Susan Wiedenbeck et al. introduced 

a graphical authentication scheme PassPoints [7], and at 

that time, handheld devices could already show high 

resolution color pictures. Using the PassPoint scheme, the 

user has to click on a set of pre-defined pixels on the 

predestined photo, as shown in Figure 1(a) (this figure is 

extracted from [7]), with a correct sequence and within 

their tolerant squares during the login stage. 
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Fig. 1. (a) Pixel squares selected by users as 

authentication passwords in PassPoints [7]. (b) 

Authentication password drew by users and the raw bits 

recorded by the system database [6]. 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

6.1 Discussion 

 

Although we discretized each image into a grid of 7 

X 11, which holds 77 squares per image, we still think it 

is not secure enough to resist against brute force attacks or 

random guessing attacks. According to the result of 

questionnaires in the user study, users expressed that they 

prefer to use only 1 to 2 pass-images for screen lock after 

considering the trade-off between security and usability. 

This means that the entropies of PassMatrix in screen lock 

will be 6:27 bits and 12:53 bits for one pass-image and 

two pass-images respectively, and can be strengthened to 

12:53 and 25:07 bits when obtaining login indicators 

through the graphical method. In order to be more secure 

than the existing Android pattern password with entropy 

18:57 bits against brute force attacks, users have to set 

two pass-images and use the graphical method to obtain 

the one-time login indicators. Like most of other 

graphical password authentication systems, PassMatrix is 

vulnerable to random guess attacks based on hot-spot 

analyzing. This weakness can be improved by letting 

users upload their own images and therefore make it more 

difficult for attackers to collect statistics of hot-spots. 

Moreover, because images with less independent objects 

usually suffer more on the hot-spot problem, carefully 

selecting images with rich objects can alleviate the hot-

spot based random guess attacks. Here we summary the 

features of PassMatrix. Compared with DAS [6], 

PassPoints [7] and Marcos’s finger-drawn doodles [33], 

PassMatrix is strong enough to resist shoulder surfing 

attacks, even if the attacks are camera-equipped. And the 

PIN-entry method [34], FakePointer [35], Wiedenback’s 

scheme [36] and Color Rings [25] do not have enough 

computational complexity while facing to random guess 

attack, which PassMatrix can withstand. 

 

6.2 Conclusion 

With the increasing trend of web services and apps, 

users are able to access these applications anytime and 

anywhere with various devices. In order to protect users’ 

digital property, authentication is required every time they 

try to access their personal account and data. However, 

conducting the authentication process in public might 

result in potential shoulder surfing attacks. Even a 

complicated password can be cracked easily through 

shoulder surfing. Using traditional textual passwords or 

PIN method, users need to type their passwords to 

authenticate themselves and thus these passwords can be 

revealed easily if someone peeks over shoulder or uses 

video recording devices such as cell phones. To overcome 

this problem, we proposed a shouldersurfing resistant 

authentication system based on graphical passwords, 

named PassMatrix. Using a one-time login indicator per 

image, users can point out the location of their pass-

square without directly clicking or touching it, which is an 

action vulnerable to shoulder surfing attacks. Because of 

the design of the horizontal and vertical bars that cover 

the entire pass-image, it offers no clue for attackers to 

narrow down the password space even if they have more 

than one login records of that account. Furthermore, we 

implemented a PassMatrix prototype on Android and 

carried out user experiments to evaluate the memorability 

and usability. The experimental result showed that users 

can log into the system with an average of 1:64 tries 

(Median=1), and the Total Accuracy of all login trials is 

93:33% even two weeks after registration. The total time 

consumed to log into PassMatrix with an average of 3:2 

pass-images is between 31:31 and 37:11 seconds and is 

considered acceptable by 83:33% of participants in our 

user study. Based on the experimental results and survey 

data, PassMatrix is a novel and easy-to-use graphical 

password authentication system, which can effectively 

alleviate shoulder-surfing attacks. In addition, PassMatrix 

can be applied to any authentication scenario and device 

with simple input and output capabilities. The survey data 

in the user study also showed that PassMatrix is practical 

in the real world. 
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